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In response to ADR 758 for C00559062, I have amended all my campaign reports to create committee debts and candidate
loans and to correct the candidate contributions.

These corrections in the 'election sensitive' Post-General report (10/16-11/4/2014) clarify that the candidate, Mary
Headrick, did not make a contribution over $1000 that was reportable by a 48 hour notice during the period 10/16-11/2
before the general election.
Charges made as obligations of the committee should have been posted as debts on the day of the charges.  The
amendment
show this correction along with the periodic debt payments.  The amendments detail debts owed by the committee to
vendors on and after 10/1/2014.   Three main payments of 10/6/2014, 10/11/2014 and 11/1/2014 clear most of the debts.
The largest and most frequent debts/obligations were to Zoo Printing for postcard mailers to potential voters.  The
highest amount, $31,343.49, was charged on 10/16/2014 and paid on 11/1/2014.  This was a credit charge, hence a
committee debt, not a candidate contribution.

It was the candidate's intent to contribute ~$10,000 of personal money to the campaign.  Please note total candidate
contributions of $11,546.95 as of 9/30/2014.  From 11/11-11/30/2014 the candidate loaned $5021.01 to clear vendor debts
and assure a buffer while the campaign wound down.

In amending the reports, please notice these additional corrections:
1) deleted explanatory entries of previous amendments, simplifying the final reports.
2) deleted duplicate entries and corrected categories of receipts
(some individuals in error listed as 11(b) or 11(c) instead of 11(a))
($1000, $2650 candidate contributions in error listed as 11(a) instead of 11(d))
3) removed disbursements and in-kind contributions for computer items that were never actually used in the campaign but
which did have personal use:  camcorder, computer cables, wifi hot spot (all total less than $500 over entire campaign).

4) removed disbursements and in-kind contributions for a 'Northern campaign headquarter' at candidate's cabin.  This
cabin and its associated utilities were not actually used as a headquarter nor as a campaign office.  The in-kind
candidate utilities (KUB, suburban propane, all totaling less than $500) were deleted.
5) food consumed by the candidate during travel (<$250) and May,2014 travel costs to a Washington D.C. workshop
(<$1000
from2/27-5/19/2014) were deleted since they seemed uncertain as campaign expenses.

I hope these amendments are satisfactory.
Please call (865-992-1965) or Email (mary@maryheadrick.com) if you find errors or wish anything clarified or done
differently.  If you find these amendments satisfactory, I would like to proceed with re-filing a termination report.

I regret we made so many errors and am sorry for the nuisance this has created.

Yours,
Mary Headrick, candidate,11/4/2014 election.
Committee Headrick for Congress,C00559062
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